The Ordeal
of Legal Services:
How Poor People

by Taylor Branch
At 6:30 p.m. on November 20, an
unlikely group of four people assembled in Washington for an important
ceremony regarding the Office of
Economic Opportunity’s Legal Services Program of representation for
the poor. Donald Rumsfeld chaired
the meeting from his position as director of the anti-poverty agency, a post
which he had accepted in May of
1969 after much cajoling from President Nixon and the Moynihan wing of
the White House. The oddity of
Rumsfeld’s leading the charge against
poverty has frequently been noted by

writers who recite his moderately
conservative record as a Republican
Congressman. There is room to muse
about the versatility of a man like
Rumsfeld-who could become OEO’s
leader after voting against the original
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964,
who fights poverty and still comes on
like a stylish version of his President,
and who represents the poor from a
background (Princeton ’54, Congressman from a posh Illinois district)
which finds them distant and hard to
understand. Rumsfeld was attended at
the meeting by Deputy Director Wesley J. Hjornevik, a NASA veteran, and
Taylor Branch is a managing editor of The
Washington Monthly. His complete and fully General Counsel Donald Lowitz, an
documented report f r o m which this article attorney in an established Chicago
was taken is available on request.
firm-two more strange officials for
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Frank Jones and Terry Lenzner at uress conference after thev were fired.

even a low-profile cruise against
poverty .
The purpose of the gathering was
to fire Terry F. Lenzner, Director of
the Office of Legal Services and
briefly the fourth participant in the
meeting. He also seemed out of place
-the 31-year-old product of the
Eastern stream, Exeter, Harvard, Harvard Law School, captain of the
Harvard football team, and widely
touted as Rumsfeld’s man after he
came to OEO (on Bastille Day, 1969)
as the Director’s first major appointment. But apparently Lenzner had
gotten religion about the five-year-old
Legal Services program, whose nearly
2,000 lawyers in 850 offices across
the country operated on a congressional mandate “to further the cause
of justice among persons living in
poverty by mobilizing the assistance
of lawyers and legal institutions and
by providing legal advice, legal repre4

sentation, legal counseling, education
in legal matters, and other appropriate
legal services.” It was, in shod, a very
legal program, and yet Lenzner’s
management policies had produced
considerable political friction within
OEO. “Every time he came up here
with a problem, it was an urgent
matter of principle,” said an OEO
official close to Rumsfeld, “and there
was no give in his position. His relationship with Don deteriorated over
time, until there was great mutual
suspicion between Lenzner’s office on
the sixth floor and the Director’s on
the eighth. It was useless to work
together any longer.”
Rumsfeld told the press that his
two former employees had become
“either unwilling or incapable” of
administering the Legal Services program effectively and that he had lost
confidence in them. He gave assurances that the ousting of Lenzner and
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Jones would not harm the program,
emphasizing his record of commitment: the Legal Services budget had
risen from $46 million in fiscal 1969
to $53 million in 1970 to requested
$6 1 million in 197 1; the caseload had
risen from 610,000 in 1969 to a projected 1,200,000 in the current year;
and the cost per case had declined
steadily from $97 in 1967 to $51 in
fiscal 1971.
Director Rumsfeld took the high
road in public discourse, but a fierce
political battle was nevertheless
kindled by the Lenzner-Jones firing-a
confusing snarl of disputes involving
everyone from prestigious lawyers to
obscure bureaucrats and camera-ready
politicians.
OEO employees commenced fullscale bureaucratic warfare over who
had control of the Legal Services program complete with memo-stealing
and one reported case of a sawed filing cabinet in Lenzner’s office. On the
outside, the dispute over who was
hurting the program escalated into a
major political battle, with seconds in
both camps and strong partisan
overtones. Like most scraps within the
government, the issues are complicated enough that most people, on
ideological instinct, feel constrained
to choose sides early with a meager
grasp of the facts involved. The bar,
the Congress, the OEO bureaucracy,
and public opinion have all split, as
the bruises are traded in the open over
Legal Services.
The outcome of the scuffle is
important to the poor and those who
care about poverty or are paid to care
about poverty, for the work of the
poverty lawyers has been a rare,
multi-faceted success in the war on
poverty. Legal aid is a profoundly
conservative program, since the lawyers can do nothing for the poor without first convincing a judge of their
case. They are impotent without
written sanction from the robed men
who have passed so many societal
screenings for undignified quirks that
the establishment itself must seem a
little offbeat to them. And the law-

yers in Legal Services have to accept
these ground rules and the lofty courtroom atmosphere before they even
begin. At the same time, Legal Services employees pontificate about
professional standards, guard the
a t t o r n e y- client relationship from
besmirchment at the hands of “lay”
people, and call other law school graduates “Esquire” in all their letters.
Despite all these neutralities and
the firm legal gaze back toward precedent, the poverty lawyers have been
winning an extraordinary number of
cases. Their successes have placed the
s q u a w k i n g d e f e n d ants-typically,
landlords, government agencies, and
corporations-in an awkward position.
They must either accept the justice of
the courtroom outcome produced by
two well-represented adversaries contending before the law, or they must
argue that the courts are biased in
favor of the poor when the poor are
represented and that justice is better
served without poverty lawyers. The
first option seems reasonable, but
uncomfortable for the defendants, as
it leads to the disturbing conclusion
that many poor people must now be
on the blunt end of justice. The
second option not only seems unlikely
but also leads to the non-establishment conclusion that society’s pillars
need drastic reform. Feeling a simultaneous need to uphold these pillars and
to avoid being hurt by them, most
defendants sidestep the dilemma by
charging the poverty lawyers with
fomentation, character deformity, and
grandstanding-in other words, by
politicizing the legal question.
There is an additional element of
the fight over Legal Services which
makes the outcome important-the
poverty lawyers have not only been
the most effective of all the efforts in
the war against poverty but they have
also offered new hope in the general
struggle against unresponsive, unaccountable bureaucracy, Faced with an
i n e r t government agency sitting
expansively on a real problem that
touches peoples’ lives, a poverty lawyer could simply file suit for court-
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ordered relief from such illegal inaction-complete with heavy contempt
sanctions for defendants which still
failed to act. Thus, he could begin to
control the bureaucracy-something
that neither Congress nor the White
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House have been able to accomplish.
He could independently make waves
and cause change without going
through mounds of red tape, establishing a new program, or building an
unwieldy organization. He could make
the bureaucracy abide by its own rules
without having to become a bureaucrat himself, with the attendant risk
of being absorbed. In this sense, Legal
Services provides the freshest idea yet
in the critical task of bludgeoning
governmental institutions into responsiveness. Poverty lawyers have brought
more than 100 suits against federal
agencies and countless more against
state and local governments. They are,
therefore, controversial, but they are
indeed potent weapons against both
poverty and sleepy entanglements in
government.
This is the context of the LenznerJones firings and of their rifts with
OEO Director Rumsfeld. The controversy is important because the gulf
between the two parties and their
respective supporters is so wide and
because the embattled Legal Services
program is such a promising segment
of the movement for social justice.
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Frank Jones made his point in the
straightforward, right-on style that
symbolizes the chasm between Rumsfeld and his former employees:
There is something dishonest, immoral,
and possibly illegal about pretending to be
concerned about the poor as Mr. Rumsfeld
does on the one hand, and using his position
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and resources as Director of OEO to further
his own political end and the careers of
politicians whose interests are diametrically
opposed to those of the poor.

These charges were echoed in the
unanimous protest statement of the
10 Legal Services regional directors
and the national staff-an unusual
show of solidarity in a government
agency, where survivors usually muzzle themselves to protect a shot at the
spoils.
The Washington Post and The New
York Times dived into the fracas on
Lenzner’s side, editorializing against
the creeping politicalization of Legal
Services. Along with a promise of a
Senate investigation, Senator Mondale
issued a chastisement of Rumsfeld for
the firings and for the deceptive
regionalization of the program. And
Senator George McGovern told the
Senate on November 23 that Rumsfeld had squeezed one of the last
pockets of social commitment from
the Administration, leaving only a few
people and large doses of public
relations to smooth over the power
politics:

I

~

Each case had a political message
beyond the administrative technicalities, as the Legal Services programs
were linked to the representation of
the Black Panthers and SDS in New
Orleans; the “voluntarily poor,”
hippie-type distributor of an underground newspaper in Dallas, which
once featured the photograph of a
nude male; and a group of middleclass, non-poor, government employees in Los Angeles. For those who
were not convinced of the guideline
violations or of the evil of representing these people per se, a more sophist i c a t e d argument was advanced,
namely, that Lenzner and Jones were
blind to the political delicacies
involved in selling the legal services
idea to the masses. The firers characterized the firees as a bit swim-headed,
naive, and full of that save-the-worldquick purity which plagues good
government.

It must have been difficult for
Rumsfeld to “go public” with detailed
allegations against one of his own
programs, in view of the obvious risk
that the spicy stories would promote
political sniping from all directionsLenzner and Jones have now joined the the kind of publicity which hurts
long list of persons with too keen a sense of appropriations. He could have prointegrity and justice to be allowed to reside
in this Administration-Leon Panetta, James tected the Legal Services program by
E. Allen, John Knowles, and many attorneys maintaining that the firings rose
within the Civil Rights Division of the Jus- simply from a personality clash and a
breakdown of the working relationtice Department.
ship. He might have declined to disRumsfeld is rumored to have been cuss the specifics of the Office of
both surprised at the intensity of the Legal Services for fear of exposing his
reaction to his gear-shifting in OEO agency to a public brawl which would
and angered by the piercing accusa- hurt the OEO program and budget.
tions of insincerity directed against But instead of stoically absorbing the
him. In response, he stressed the enor- Lenzner-Jones attacks and passing
mous progress of the Legal Services them off as the emotional parting
program under his guidance and shots of derailed bureaucrats, Rumsdenied any political compromises of feld elected to meet them head-on and
counter-attack with the Panther-SDSits independence.
hippie
buckshot. “Most people and
Rumsfeld also went on the political offensive by emphasizing through many members of Congress won’t
his aides the details of three cases in remember the alleged guideline violawhich he charged that Lenzner and tions or who comes and goes as DirecJones disobeyed his orders by sup- tor of Legal Services,” said Senator
porting controversial programs that Mondale. “All that will stick is the
were in violation of OEO guidelines. link between Legal Services and the
7
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volved in such cases because of special
unpopular .”
Perhaps Rumsfeld felt that he had problems in New Orleans criminal
to answer the statements accusing him representation.
of a commitment gap, or maybe he
Lenzner was also accused of miswas personally ruffled by Frank handling a Dallas incident, involving
Jones’ charges that he cohsorted with the representation by attorney Ed
racists and bigots. In any case, he Polk of Brett Stein, the 27-year-old
responded with the Panther medley, publisher of an underground newswhich may win him popular support paper, Dallas Notes. Its June 3 issue
against Lenzner but at the same time had featured several photographs of a
sacrifice support for the very idea of nude man in a Dallas municipal parade
legal services-what with radic-lib and a story about a Jack Anderson
lawyers, long-haired clients, militants, column which accused Congressman
James Collins (R-Tex.) of accepting
and all.
kickbacks from people he employed.
In the New Orleans case, OEO Apparently, Collins found both the
spokesmen charged that Lenzner had pictures and the story obscene, and he
mishandled the disciplining of the complained to OEO that Stein was
New Orleans Legal Assistance Com- ineligible for Legal Services represenmittee (NOLAC) for its violations of tation because he is “voluntarily
OEO guidelines. NOLAC, it was said, poor.” Stein’s only income is $100 a
had represented the Black Panthers in month from his paper, although he is
criminal cases, non-poor SDS mem- a college graduate and the son of a
bers, and a pornographic underground wealthy businessman. Lenzner innewspaper called the NOLA Express. quired into the case upon Collins’
In early October, Lenzner found that request (as well as requests from SenaNOLAC was representing indigent tor John Tower and Congressman
Panthers, but not in violation of the George Mahon, chairman of the House
guidelines, except for one case in Appropriations Committee) and rewhich a lawyer represented Panthers ceived from Polk the defense that the
at a criminal arraignment (he was sus- guidelines on voluntary poverty are
pended from NOLAC the same day). hopelessly vague, prohibiting represenHe also found that one NOLAC attor- tation of people who are voluntarily
ney had in fact represented two SDS poor “without good cause,” and that
members the previous April, without the Dallas Notes was distributed free
filling out the proper indigency forms. to poor people and carried poverty
Filling in for a friend, the NOLAC notices, services which no other Dallas
lawyer had appeared as the attorney paper would provide. Since the Stein
of record in a one-day hearing. Lenz- case ended in early July, Lenzner took
ner ordered such representations to no action; but he requested a more
cease, but he could take no action specific definition of voluntary poveragainst the guilty attorney since he ty from the General Counsel’s office,
had left NOLAC four months earlier. and this revision is still being made.
In Los Angeles, the Western Center
NOLAC had never represented the
pornographic paper in any suit. on Law and Poverty was accused by
Finally, Lenzner found that NOLAC Senator George Murphy of representwas involved in 18 criminal cases (of ing a dozen financially ineligible em1825 active ones) other than those ployees of the California youth
criminal categories explicitly approved corrections department in a civil
by OEO. He ordered NOLAC to with- action against the department. The
draw from them, even though OEO’s Western Center defended its action by
General Counsel had approved the arguing that its guidelines allowed
current NOLAC work program, which such representation if financially inelistated the intention to become in- gible clients were first turned down by
8
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three private attorneys from the local
bar’s referral service, a procedure
which had been followed. The Center
also said that the cases were directly
related to poverty because they arose
from disciplinary actions taken against
the youth department employees for
protesting the treatment of the youth
wards, mainly poor, in California’s
correction centers. Lenzner found
their case persuasive in view of the
guidelines, which he said OEO should
tighten up, but he later ordered Western Center to drop the cases anyway,
which was done.
On October 12, Lenzner received a
copy of three memos from the OEO
General Counsel’s office to Rumsfeld,
recommending suspension of the
Dallas and New Orleans programs and
a strong “show cause” order to the
Western Center. Each memo was
accompanied by an implementing
letter already drafted for Lenzner’s
signature. Lenzner himself was surprised by the abruptness and indirection of this procedure, and he objected that each project should prepare a
full written report before such stern
measures would be justified.
The internal debate over these
three cases, which Rumsfeld used to
illustrate his impossible management
problems, created an atmosphere in
which the Office of Legal Services felt
ulterior motives blossomed on the
eighth floor. According to Lenzner,
Rumsfeld summoned him shortly
after the October 12 memos and outlined the plan of attack. Lenzner
recalls that he wanted three things: a
notice of suspension or at least a harsh
reprimand to all three projects, a
letter to every Congressman and all
265 Legal Services grantees announcing the action as a “signal” about
Legal Services, and a press release to
be issued and attached to all the
letters.
Lenzner won his argument against
the blanket letters, and “interested”
Congressmen were merely informed of

the actions. The press releases were
compromised into press statements,
not issued but made available to the
press upon request. And the projects
were not suspended, but sternly advised of the charges against them and
ordered to produce explanations or
else.
The New Orleans, Dallas, and Western Center cases, upon review, do not
seem to be critical turning points in
the relationship between Rumsfeld
and the Office of Legal Services. The
specific charges of regulations violations leveled at Lenzner and Jones are
minor in the NOLAC instance, dubious in the Polk-Stein case, and
ambiguous at the Western Center. The
political content of the cases was the
most important element of the public
rationale for the firings anyway, and
Lenzner feels that the full array of targets was no political accident-the
Panthers, SDS, pornography, and
hippies. “Don knew there was an election coming,” said Jones, “and he
wanted to get the message out that
OEO didn’t like radicals either.”
“I think he had already decided to
fire us,” Jones observed, “even though
he never said flatly that he was dissatisfied with our work.” “Things had
been sour for some time,” echoed a
Rumsfeld aide. They had gone bad
over the previous year, as a few case
studies should indicate.

The Backlash of Poverty Law
Peter O’Connor, deputy director of
the Camden Regional Legal Services
program, acknowledges that his law
reform activities have put the Camden
office in very hot water over the past
year. He reeled off four cases which he
thought had disturbed local officials
enough for them to try to slash his
program.
a successful suit against the Camden
Board of Education, seeking a hot
lunch program for all the 31 schools
instead of selected ones.
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Ott v. Nardi, a successful suit
against the city which blocked the
construction of a highway through a
poor neighborhood.
a pending suit against the Camden
Police Department for “destroying the
garment factory of the Black Peoples
Unity Movement with sledge hammers
and other implements.”
a federal suit seeking a permanent
injunction stopping all urban renewal
funds from coming into Camden until
the city takes action to provide citizen
participation in planning, construction
jobs for poor people, relocation
housing for displaced people, and
low-income rather than middle-income replacement housing.
“We win these suits because the
courts determine that we are often
right,” said O’Connor. “I mean the
point is that they’re just shafting
people. I could handle 500 divorces
and nothing would happen, but as
soon as you file a suit that touches the
politicians’ friends or graft, they go
berserk.”
Says Camden Mayor Joqeph Nardi,
of Ott v. Nardi:
“In my opinion, Legal Services has
been nothing but a hindrance to progress in our city. Those people are just
filing whatever suits they want to, and
the only purpose of bringing the suit
is to get the publicity, to inflame the
community, with the ultimate purpose of destroying the city. . . .
“You would have to live it to truly
experience it.”
8

The Legal Aid Society of Mecklenburg County in Charlotte, North Carolina, was under criticism within the
Office of Legal Services almost immediately after it opened its doors in
September, 1967. The 1968 evaluation report was quite negative, chastising the program for a low caseload
volume, which the evaluators felt grew
out of the society’s downtown office
in the prestigious Law Building.
The October, 1969, evaluation was
almost equally harsh on the program’s
10

commitment to the poor and on its
vigor in seeking to use suits to make
inroads on Charlotte’s poverty. The
major exception was the performance
of staff attorney Martin Miller, who
had opened a separate office in the
poor section of Charlotte, and who
was developing a large caseload from
the surrounding neighborhood, including some test cases. In Tucker v.
North Carolina National Bank as
Trustee, for example, he established a
defense for tenants against eviction,
on the grounds that, according to
state statutes, the housing was “unfit
for human habitation.”
The evaluators found the board policy and the
downtown office negative, the Miller
office and Miller involvement positive,
and called for more of the latter.
On January 7 and 16, 1970, Miller
filed two lengthy complaints in
United States District Court against
the Charlotte Police Department on
behalf of several clients, all poor and
black. The complaints alleged repeated instances of forced entry, destruction of property, harassment, and
midnight searches by policemen with. out warrants or reasonable cause.
Miller sought injunctive relief against
the practice and $100,000 in punitive
damages.
These complaints caused an uproar
in the city of Charlotte and a sharp
reaction from Legal Aid Society board
president Alvin A. London. Miller,
who now lives in Washington, recalls
that “Mr. London was damn mad
about the suits against the police. He
said, ‘In Charlotte, you don’t sue the
police department.’ Then he told me
t o withdraw from the suits. I think he
has about as much feeling for the poor
community as one could expect to
have from the ninth floor of the Law
Building.”
The Office of Legal Services in
Washington investigated the Charlotte
situation after Miller’s cases received
wide press coverage and found that
London was not only applying political restrictions to the staff attorneys
but also running the board of directors improperly. On February 27,
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OLS forwarded its evaluation report
to London with an accompanying letter advising him that his grant would
be cut off unless the board agreed by
March 15 to cease interference with
staff attorneys beyond the maintenance of eligibility requirements and
professional standards. That same day,
London convened the personnel
committee of the board, which he had
appointed a week earlier, and fired
Miller. Then the politics began.
After London wrote Lenzner’s
office on March 12 that he could not
comply with the February 27 conditions pending review by the North
Carolina State Bar, Lenzner recommended to Rumsfeld on April 1 that
the program not be re-funded and
that other “vehicles” be explored for
the provision of legal services to the
poor in Mecklenburg County.
Lenzner’s recommendation did not
sell, partly because of intercession on
London’s behalf by Congressman
Charles Jonas (R-N.C.), who apparently took enough interest in the
dispute to become identified with the
grant. On May 15, Rumsfeld, who still
denies charges of political interference
in the Charlotte case, wrote, “Where
do we stand on the Jonas Legal Aid
Program?’’ Dick Cheney wrote Lenzner on June 2, in the midst of stalled
negotiations: “Terry, you and I need
t o sit down and chat about Charlotte
Legal Services at your convenience.
Congressman Jonas called the Director
again and we need to get squared
away on what our position is so we
can tell him the same story.’’
In between these two memos,
Rumsfeld and Cheney met on May 25
with Legal Aid Society President London and Robert G. Sanders, president
of the North Carolina State Bar, upon
Congressman Jonas’ request. London
and Sanders are law partners, which is
indicative of the close cooperation
between the state bar and poverty
law. According to a letter from Sanders to Rumsfeld dated July 7, the
Charlotte lawyers were assured that
the restrictions imposed on their grant
by the February 27 letter would be

“rescinded or withdrawn.”
Lenzner, who obtained a copy of
the Sanders letter on July 17, sent an
angry memo to Rumsfeld protesting
the whole procedure by which the
Charlotte grant had been handled. It is
clear from the memo that Lenzner
knew he had been overruled on terminating the grant but thought that
Charlotte’s money had been released
with instructions that the non-interference conditions be “negotiated”
between the Legal Aid Society and
the regional OLS in Atlanta. The Sanders letter indicated that Lenzner had,
without his knowledge, also been overruled on the special conditions for the
Charlotte grant.
In many other areas of the country-Chicago, Boulder, Albuquerque,
Baton Rouge, Gary, Berkeley, St.
Louis-the same kind of detail can be
marshalled. In Volusia County (Daytona Beach), Florida, for example, the
county bar association became extremely disturbed when a staff attorney named Tom Goldsmith filed suit
against the local justice of the peace
system, alleging that it existed mainly
to help merchants and landlords
collect from poor people without due
process. When Goldsmith won the
suit, the bar turned a scrutinous eye
to the Legal Services program. “Before that suit, Legal Services had 90
per cent support among the bar
members,” observed one Daytona
attorney. “But it changed everything.
Lawyers have to look to their clients.”
“All this talk of allowing lawyers
to ferment turmoil sounds good in a
speech,” agreed Legal Services board
chairman Bernard Strasser, “but you
can’t d o it locally.”
The local board proceeded to fire
Goldsmith three times-failing on the
first two tries because of sympathies
for Goldsmith at an appeal hearing
and because of intercession from the
Atlanta Legal Services office requiring
due process. When the severance was
finally executed, OLS sent a telegram
on September 2 requiring restructuring of the board by September 30
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as a condition for re-funding (the bar
had almost twice the board representation required by Legal Services
guidelines at the expense of poor representatives). Congressman William
Chappell (D-Fla.) thereupon arranged
for a Volusia County delegation to
meet with Rumsfeld on November 6,
without an OLS representative prese n t . The delegation obtained a
$25,000 interim grant to last until
January 30, 1971. At that time, the
bar association and the local Community Action Agency must present a
proposal for a new board structure.
Volusia County officials continue to
bargain with the Community Action
Agency, which is controlled by stubborn poor people, but they are taking
no chances. A delegation of county
commissioners has visited Washington
to check up on the proper procedures
for county authorities to take over a
CAA. Led by Commissioner Dean
Smith (brother-in-law of the Legal
Services director who originally fired
Goldsmith), the commission has already begun the takeover process,
which will make the CAA more agreeable one way or another.
Instances like those described reduced the Rumsfeld-OLS relationship
to one of bureaucratic guerrilla warfare long before the public debate
over the dismissals. There were a few
side issues to add to the friction, such
as the Administration’s political clearance system for all Lenzner’s appointive positions in Washington and the
10 regional headquarters. Politics has
always oozed forth in government
employment, but the current system
requires all nominees, down to the
level of GS-9 (which begins at a
$9,500 salary and is about the bottom
level with any policy responsibilities),
to survive a formal process of both
local and White House clearance,
often lasting for months. Anyone
browsing in OEO files can come across
passages like the following:

okays from Ralph Smith and Charles Percy,
have gotten a letter from Ogilvie, and other
support letters from the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget, etc.
This one may hang on forever.
As he is a registered Republican, there
appears to be no problem other than the
normal delays involved in springing these
clearances loose.
Senator Tower’s office has given “thumbs
down” on this appointment.. . has made
statements about the Senator in the past
which he did not like.

But the major battle-which cut across
almost all the disputes between OLS
and Rumsfeld-involved “regionalization,” or whether authority over Legal
Services would filter out to the OEO
regional offices. This fight has not yet
been resolved and is a much larger
issue than the Lenzner-Jones firing.
The outcome, according to most
knowledgeable sources, will determine
the future usefulness of Legal Services
programs, and the main new actor in
the dispute is the American Bar
Association.

Regionalization and the Bar

The American Bar Association has
always been heavily involved in the
Legal Services program, pushing to
insure that professional controls over
the operation were very tight. ABA
officials made sure from the beginning
that attorneys would constitute a
majority of the governing boards for
all local projects and that the organized bar would be consulted about all
high matters of policy regarding the
national program.
When the Nixon Administration
came into office, the bar’s remaining
anxiety about Legal Services was that
the grants were still being funded
through local Community Action
Agencies, the OEO “vessel” for all its
programs. The bar didn’t like that
because laymen were often scratching
around in the attorney-client relation. . .had to wait to get necessary support ship and interposing nonprofessional
as he is a registered Democrat. . . looks judgments about how much money
pretty good at this point. They have received the poverty lawyers should receive
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and what kinds of cases they should
bring to trial. In Chicago, for example,
Mayor Richard J. Daley is chairman of
the board of the Community Action
Agency (CAA), which sponsored
Chicago Legal Services but placed it
under intense political pressure not to
bring suits against the city or otherwise irritate the mayor.
The ABA also resented the fact
that the 10 regional directors of Legal
Services were the employees of the
overall OEO regional directors. Thus,
at both the local and regional levels,
lawyers and a legal program were
being subordinated to a general political program controlled mainly by lay
administrators. I t was clearly an affront to the dignity of barristers
everywhere, and President Nixon himself was sympathetic to the worries of
the organized bar.
On July 3, 1969, an ABA delegation met with new OEO Director
Rumsfeld to make sure of his commitment to the idea of separating
Legal Services from ordinary antipoverty programs. And 11 days later,
Rumsfeld announced the appointment
of Lenzner as the first Assistant Director of OEO for Legal Services. The
Office of Legal Services was made
separate from and equal to the operative offices of other OEO programs,
and its 10 Legal Services regional
directors became the equals rather
than the employees of the OEO
regional directors. The OEO regional
directors retained only a “ministerial”
(for information only) sign-off on
Legal Services grants. Local Community Action Agencies were to continue sponsoring the Legal Services
programs wherever possible, but
Rumsfeld made it clear that bureaucrats should not expect to be backed
up if they tampered with Lenzner’s
operation. On August 1 1, 1969, President Nixon stated his approval: “The
Office of Legal Services will be
strengthened and elevated so that it
reports directly to the Director. It will
also take on central responsibility for
programs which help provide advocates for the poor. . . . This goal will

be better served by a separate Legal
Services program. . . .”
Upon taking office, Lenzner began
centralizing the Legal Services operation and, in effect, reducing the
amount of administrative paperwork
between his program and the other
OEO offices. Generally, he was more
successful at the regional level than at
loosening the local CAA-Legal Services
tie. The struggle there was a classic
bureaucratic one, for the Community
Action Agency administrator reports
directly to the OEO regional director,
who reports directly to Frank Carlucci, the Assistant Director for
Operations in Washington and Lenzner’s rival.
Local squabbles between CAA s
and Legal Services programs were
quickly translated into LenznerCarlucci battles in Washington, which
were sometimes not successfully
worked out.
In Chicago, the issue turned on
political control; and Lenzner, after
unsuccessfully trying to loosen
Daley’s hold on the program, proposed that Chicago’s Legal Services be
funded directly-bypassing
Daley’s
CAA entirely. Carlucci thereupon
produced fierce memos to Rumsfeld
and Hjornevik opposing the move on
the grounds that it would “defuse the
Office of Economic Opportunity’s
management capabilities.”
Lenzner won, at least temporarily,
on the egregiously politicized Chicago
program, but he and OEO were clearly
on a collision path. OLS was moving
to separate and invigorate its programs, stimulating more of the kind of
poverty representation that would
wound politicians-and
OEO was
simultaneously moving to increase
state and local control over antipoverty programs and to “return the
power to the states.” Carlucci’s chain
of command was the most heavily
politicized. His OEO regional director
for the Western Region, for example,
owes his job to Senator Hiram Fong
(R-Hawaii), the deputy to Governor
Reagan, and so on.
The poverty lawyers ran headlong
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into a phalanx of politicians and the
established interests upon which they
float. These forces produced the
Murphy Amendment and its House
counterpart (Quie-Green) to nestle
Legal Services under the wings of state
governors. When these efforts failed in
late 1969, pressures began building to
accomplish the same goals administratively by reversing the course that
Lenzner had just launched with his
joint Nixon-Rumsfeld blessing. Ironically, plans arose to decentralize
Legal Services in early 1970-even as
Lenzner’s office was putting the last
administrative touches on his independent OLS structure, trying to get
out from under the restrictive Community Action Agencies, eliminating
bureaucratic snarls with the OEO
regional directors, and otherwise irritating Frank Carlucci. In February,
1970, while Lenzner was making
speeches about the need to slap more
poverty lawsuits on unresponsive
g o v e r n m e n t agencies, Hjornevik
memoed Carlucci that “the Legal
Services program will be decentralized
again in fiscal year 1971.” That same
day, Carlucci reiterated to Rumsfeld
his “strong opinion” that OLS projects should be direct-funded only, in
essence, when local CAAs are nonexistent or when the CAA itself “does
not want to be the grantee.”
The “regionalization” or “decentralization” question was hotly debated within OEO during the spring of
1970. And when Carlucci lost on the
Daley Legal Services issue, he renewed
the push toward regionalization. On
June 8, he wrote Hjornevik, “If decentralization of Legal Services is to
take place in FY 71, as previously
decided, it is imperative that we begin
to plan an orderly transfer to the
Regional Offices immediately.”
Lenzner continued to lose ground
across the summer against a Rumsfeld-Hjornevik-Carlucci solid front in
favor of “re-regionalization,” until
finally he requested a summit conference with Rumsfeld and Hjornevik.
This meeting took place on August 24.
Evidently displeased with the proceed-
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relationship shall not be violated. This
means that no layman should interfere
in the sanctum sanctorum of the law
Your plan amounts to the subordination or in any decisions grounded in the
of all Legal Services personnel to regional
directors and the Office of Legal Services in law and properly made by lawyers,
headquarters being subordinated to the Of- period. The principle here is in accorfice of Operations. As I said yesterday, I dance with the prime maxim of all
would strongly recommend that if your plan occupational guilds-that enlightened
is adopted you abolish the unnecessary ex- self-interest requires sealing the porpense of continuing a headquarters Office of tals so that renegades will not comLegal Services.
monize the profession and thereby
make
it cheap. The bar has established
Long before his position decomposed
its
proscriptions
primarily by statute
to this point, Lenzner had appealed to
(that’s
why
it’s
called
the bar), but the
his principle source of outside clout,
fringes must be left to the Canons of
the American Bar Association.
Ethics and vigilant watch over the
There are many aspects of the attorney-client relationship. This task
$6 1-million Legal Services program is far above politics. It is the lifeblood
which draw the admiration of the of the attorney’s distinction. It has
legal profession, and high among them been said that law schools merely
ranks the fa$ that most of the money teach their wards to “think like a
goes to lawyers. “Also, every time a lawyer,” and that few graduates
poverty lawyer files a suit,” observed emerge from this process without a
one member of the Florida bar, pulverized imagination-as if their zest
“another lawyer gets paid by the for wondering had been strained
government or a company to repre- through a cyclone fence to produce
sent the other side. A shrewd lawyer the iron latticework of interconnected
will vilify the ideology of the program syllogisms which lead methodically
but defend its independence on pro- from the precedent to the possible. It
fessional principles.” Since Legal Ser- may also be said that far fewer lawvices also siphons off much court- yers finish their training without an
appointed attorney time which was impregnable reverence for the attorformerly donated, it adds up to a ney-client relationship.
Therefore, when Lenzner sent out
sizable net gain for the collective legal
pocket, especially for a young federal the word that Rumsfeld, Hjornevik,
program with high growth potential. and Carlucci were planning to decenBeyond these gritty financial de- tralize Legal Services into the hands of
tails, intelligent lawyers recognize the politicians and lay administrators, the
growing pressure in each new gradua- organized bar responded. Not all the
ting class for pro bono, public interest members responded solely on the
work-often concentrated among the basis of professional protection, of
highly talented but socially com- course. In fact, many ABA leaders
mitted lawyers whose sense of pur- seemed motivated primarily by the
pose receives no throb from real estate desire to have the most vigorous posdealings or the prestigious corporate sible representation of the poor and to
firm. There is an obstinacy about preserve that representation from any
these views which teaches prudent bar thfeat, including those by lawyers,
members that to some extent the politicians or budget-cutters. For
government must pay for these de- them, the choice of professionalism as
mands, or the firm will have to.
the rallying cry was tactical, for proBut the time-worn principle upon fessional integrity or sanctity from lay
which the ABA relies to unite its competition can stir even conservative
membership in protection of inde- attorneys who are philosophically
pendence for Legal Services is the opposed to the whole idea of poverty
proposition that the attorney-client law.
ings, Lenzner wrote Hjornevik with a
very unbureaucratic suggestion:
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The use of legal professionalism by
the supporters of a strong Legal Services program is similar to the strategy
that liberals once used to sell foreign
aid as gardol against communism.
Those concerned about international
poverty consciously determined that
it was worth it to crow a little about
stemming the tide and put up with
large amounts of military aid in order
to protect their development programs. Now Lenzner and the poverty
lawyers, concerned about domestic
poverty, are committing themselves to
a kind of professional xenophobia and
to the high principles of the legal guild
in order to protect a crucial program.
There is no question that the goal
-protecting Legal Services from political control-is worthwhile, or that
professionalism may be the only way
t o rally the crusty ABA around such
an electric idea. But it is also true that
more professionalism is precisely what
the public interest does not need from
the organized bar. The legal profession
is already overprotected, inflated, and
puffy-harboring
for degreeholders
m a n y specialized functions that
should be separated out, and claiming
too much for the degree.
In order to protect their revolution
for the poor from political interference, the poverty lawyers are willing
to stand on the professional distinctions which unnecessarily restrict the
main actors to the professional bar.
Every intelligent attorney knows that
most of the poverty lawyer’s daily
tasks-standing up to the landlord and
city hall, securing divorces, threatening suit against crooked merchants,
and so on-could be performed by
large numbers of people, given certain
aptitude and minimal but precise
formal training. Most lawyers are
slightly embarrassed to explain exactly what three expensive years of law
school teaches on top of college or
what the bar exam really measures,
and it seems clear that the legal tariff
needs lowering and rationalizing.
But most poverty lawyers apparently believe in their professional
gardol, and it is definitely useful in
16

the current struggle over Legal Services.
On October 5, John D. Robb,
chairman of the ABA Standing Committee on Legal Aid to the Indigent,
wrote ABA President Edward L.
Wright as follows, zeroing in on the
professional issue:
I regard regionalization as an extremely
serious threat to the Legal Services program.
Essentially, it will transfer the administration of the program and the enforcement of
its professional standards from Terry Lenzner, the director of the OEO Legal Services
Program in Washington, to 10 regional OEO
directors, eight of whom are laymen.

The National Advisory Committee
to Legal Services, a bar group whose
consultation with OEO is required by
statute, met in Washington on September 1 1. A special subcommittee on
regionalization was created to study
the question, and the group produced
a legally passionate attack on decentralization.
Rumsfeld’s aides assert that the
advisory committee is unrepresentative of the national bar, and they are
probably right. In fact, they might
well have a case for the proposition
that the average American lawyer
would like to see poverty law confined to the guild absurdity syndrome
-in which non-lawyers would be
totally banned from any position of
control or authority over Legal Services in the name of professional
integrity, and then the poverty lawyers restricted by the bar itself to
those standardized service cases which
any H & R Block trainee could handle
expeditiously and to which professional standards are largely irrelevant.
Certainly, many local bar associations
have trampled all over the attorneyclient relationship to hold Martin
Millers and Tom Goldsmiths and other
controversial upstarts in line.
But there is an alternative to this
sort of disreputable opposition to
Legal Services programs-Judicare.
Having watched their medical brethren wash away fears of socialized
medicine with Medicare and Medicaid
money, many wise lawyers feel that
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they can copy the plan and have the
government pay for private legal services delivered to the poor from the
Law Building. Some lawyers have become enthralled with the analogy, and
bar committees are currently studying
systems of “legal check-ups,” “comprehensive legal care,” and “preventive
law” for presentation to Uncle Sam.
When the Legal Services program in
Albuquerque announced under questioning that it would accept poor
peoples’ reasonable cases against the
police department, the Albuquerque
Bar Association persuaded the local
united charities fund to withdraw its
$25,000 contribution to Legal Services and set up a Judicare program-run, of course, by the local bar.
“John Robb is chairman of the
ABA committee on legal aid and he
unfortunately comes from Albuquerque,” said attorney Charles Glass, who
helped engineer the Judicare program.
“He has never spoken for our bar
association, which has repeatedly
spoken against the Legal Services
program. Our state bar is also in favor
of Judicare overwhelmingly, and has
sent resolutions to all New Mexico
public officials. In fact, elections to
the state bar often turn on that question.” (“Yes, Judicare is a very live
issue within the bar,” sighed Robb.)
In the face of such internal schism,
it took considerable courage for
people like Robb to continue fighting
for Legal Services. It was no longer
like the good old days, or even the
Murphy Amendment days, when the
ABA could work up nearly unanimous
hoopla in favor of its program-feeling
positively liberal and unthreatened by
it. Judicare and the increasingly controversial nature of Legal Services put
the national ABA leadership in danger
of losing its decidedly unradical constituency.
But after Rumsfeld testified before
a Senate hearing chaired by Senator
Walter Mondale on October 7 and 9,
things looked so bad that ABA President Wright got heavily into the fight.
Rumsfeld told the Senators that he

had always intended the centralization
of Legal Services to be “temporary,”
that decentralization was crucially
different from regionalization, that he
felt compelled to act not by Congress
nor by the ABA nor by the President
but by his own sincere belief in sending power back to the states, and that
some sort of administrative change
was in the wind but that no decision
had yet been made. The Senators
seemed puzzled by all this but definitely dissatisfied. Wright wrote Rumsfeld on October 16:
On behalf of the American Bar Association and its Board of Governors, I urge you
to reaffirm the independent status of the
Legal Services program at all levels of administration within the agency.

Pressures continued t o build on
regionalization across the election
period-until Rumsfeld announced, on
November 14, “I have decided not to
regionalize the Legal Services program.” This startling reversal of trend
was trumpeted in a press release for
the November 15 Sunday papers.
While the press speculated about the
reasons for the reversal in Rumsfeld’s
thinking, OLS employees analyzed the
memorandum he sent out on the same
day as his announcement, stating,
“While I am not regionalizing Legal
Services, I am instituting new administrative procedures. . . .,, These guidelines were spelled out in six single
-spaced pages of solid bureaucratesewhose significance lay in the repeated
provision that if one of Carlucci’s
regional directors objected to anything
about a Legal Services project in his
region, he could no appeal the issue to
Carlucci and Lenzner. These two
would have to agree or the decision
would be made in the Director’s
office.
Because the OEO regional directors
were certain to place conditions on
Legal Services grants as “objections,”
and because Frank Carlucci would
undoubtedly support the conditions
of his men in any conflict with Lenz17
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ner, and because Hjornevik and Rumsfeld seemed predisposed, at the least,
to sustain Carlucci in such conflicts,
the OLS people calculated that they
had been regionalized even as Rumsfeld was announcing that they were
not. (Rumsfeld announced that the
changes were merely administrative
minutiae handed down in the constant
search for “more effective coordinat i o n . ” Most reorganizations are
announced with great fanfare in an
attempt to convince the public that
the government is making great strides
toward the solution of a problem,
when in fact the government has no
idea what to do and reorganizes solely
to appear vigorously on the move and
to get more money. A few other
reorganizations are announced as
barely even news, simple coordinative
adjustments-and that is usually when
the heads roll and power shifts. This
change was definitely one of the
latter.)
Everybody concerned with Legal
Services, of course, was up in arms
about the November 14 guidelines.
ABA President Wright came to Washington on Thursday November 19 for
an emergency conference with Rumsfeld about them, a meeting from
which Rumsfeld excluded Lenzner
and Frank Jones. Wright asked Rumsfeld to suspend the new procedures
until the ABA could study them and
register its formal opinion. General
Counsel Lowitz called John Tracey,
assistant director of the Washington
ABA office, on Friday morning,
asking whether Wright could work up
a statement for a joint press release
about the meeting. Tracey, who had
himself attended, replied that Wright
couldn’t say many glowing things at
that stage, and, when asked for anything “positive,” said that Wright
would probably say that he had been
pleased with Rumsfeld’s repeatedly
expressed commitment to Legal Services generally. Lowitz said that was
fine, so Tracey drafted a statement,
cleared it with Wright, and sent it over
to OEO Friday afternoon.
“When I heard a few hours later

that Lenzner and Jones had been
canned,” recalls Tracey, “I called
Lowitz and told him to make sure
that the Wright statement and the
announcement of their getting fired
would be separated so that no one
would get the impression that Mr.
Wright knew of the plans to fire them.
Lowitz said of course they would be
separate, that they were separate
events on two different days, and so
on. But the two releases were stapled
together, and reporters got the idea
that the president of the American
Bar Association approved of what
Rumsfeld had done.
“Everyone over in OEO from
Rumsfeld and Lowitz down denies
having joined those two releases,
charging administrative error down
the line. They even sent them out to
all 265 Legal Services projects, with a
telegram a week later apologizing for
any false impressions given.
“To top it all off,” continued
Tracey, “Jack Rosenthal of The New
Yovk Times told me that he asked
Rumsfeld how he could go through
with the Lenzner-Jones firing in the
face of opposition from the organized
bar, and Rumsfeld said, ‘You must
not have read the joint statement.’
“Our position is that Rumsfeld can
fire anyone he wants to, and we will
try to work with him t o salvage Legal
Services. But he has certainly bruised
the atmosphere between OEO and the
ABA,” concluded Tracey, with casual
understatement.

The High Cost of Promotion
So Terry Lenzner and Frank Jones
have left the Office of Legal Services
and are now lobbying and pleading
and pressuring on the outside to save
their program from regionalization. It
seems fair to say that Lenzner inherited a relatively complacent Legal
Services operation from “the previous
Administration,” full of projects
which were little more than patronage
plans for local bar associations. (“We
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entered the program four years ago
with the understanding that the bar
would control the board,” said Daytona Beach board president Bernard
Strasser. “That was one of the big
selling points. And if the bar doesn’t
run the program, what’s the use of
giving our time.”) He took a program
that was naturally improving and,
with Rumsfeld’s approval, pushed ithard, very hard.
Legal Services will no longer be
pushed like that, although Lenzner,
the ABA, and Senator Mondale did
engineer a repeal of the formal regionalization guidelines on December 14.
There is no zeal in the program anymore. It is no longer in favor at OEO,
and it has too many bureaucratic vulnerabilities. “There are many ways to
gut a program,” said a staff member.
And the Administration has determined to find one for Legal Services.
Arthur J. Reid, a 41-year-old black
Republican from Cincinnati, came
down from the General Counsel’s
office to take over Lenzner’s job and
absorb the repercussions of the “terminations.” “God knows it’s been hell,”
he lamented. “l’m right on the hotseat, and everybody thinks I had a
hole in my head for coming down
here.” Reid’s problems are complicated by the fact that Lenzner’s staff
considers him a kindly lightweight and
an unassailable black figurehead who
will preside over the demise of Legal
Services or move on, depending on his
orders.
Most people in the program foresee
the regionalization of Legal Services
-or some other form of its emasculation-and believe that such political
control of the poverty lawyers would
quickly restrict them to routine
matters like divorce cases and garnishments and evictions and other nasty
things that the right people have
always expected happen to the poor.
Rather than attacking poverty, these
cases would remain its symbolic
by-products which must be tended
efficiently like everything else. You
have to feel pretty guilty about controlling the poverty lawyers like that

-if you are afraid that the poor might
zap you in the halls of justice. But
most politicans would have it that
way. They would, in short, administer
poverty for a slight government subsidy, and simultaneously enjoy the
budgetary fruits of administration.
The poverty lawyers were not just
helping the poor. They were forcing
responses from that great enveloping
blanket which is known as administrative government and which warms all
our problems. They were beginning to
act almost like a fourth branch of
power kicking those huge agencies
that murder equity and then bury the
responsibility in a corridor somewhere
while the PR men explain. Perhaps the
thought of a single independent lawyer-totally unprogrammed and unc o o r d i n a t e d - standing there and
causing change on the basis of principle was too much for the politicians,
who are lost in the blanket, too. They
have a place there woven together,
along with the old differences between liberal and Republican and
Democrat and conservative. Everyone
has a spot to protect. There is little
support for the idea of that independent lawyer any more, for he is out of
style. And if the powers keep the
poverty lawyer from suing city hall or
HUD or HEW or the police department, Legal Services will itself be
incorporated into the blanket and
become another program with problems to protect and jobs to keep by
not gouging its neighbors. If the control of Legal Services is mailed out to
the politicians and bureaucrats and
special interests one of the last best
hopes and the best idea in the war on
poverty will be absorbed into the
great woolly fabric and wetted down.
That is how it is.
Through it all, Frank Jones remains somehow optimistic. “1 feel
encouraged about the number of
people who have spoken out about
what they believe is happening to this
program,” he said. “When I traveled
through rural Mississippi trying civil
rights cases in 1964, the judges and
19
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juries ground up my clients time after around him who knew poverty. And I
time-even though I knew that any would just stare, knowing that his
reasonable lawyer in the world would plan was plastered politics and that his
rule the other way. It seemed hopeless oration was a fraud. And he knew that
and useless. Only years later did I real- I knew. We never got along, actually.”
ize that the real significance of that
One reason Rumsfeld gave less
year was the number of people who than a full boosting to OEO against its
adversaries was that he concurrently
first began standing up.”
And Lenzner: “1 think the contro- held the positions of special assistant
versy over Legal Services is analagous to the President with Cabinet rank,
to what happened in the Haynsworth complete with a second-floor office in
and Carswell nominations, and that the West Wing of the White House. His
the public will again have enough allegiance was obviously divided-his
sense to recognize a clear threat to the programs were run out of OEO, but
general interest. If so, I think we will his future would be determined in the
have served some purpose.” Perhaps White House. There was a time when
such talk is sheer politics, but Lenzner his function was to build a demonstraclearly feels too right to be wholly bly good track record for his agency
disconsolate about his efforts. And he, in order to dispel politically dangerous
like Jones, sees hope in the rank and notions that the Administration
file.
would summarily dissolve antipoverty
efforts. It was then that his sincerity
But what of Rumsfeld? Why did and positive attitude about doing a
he, after earning wide respect for not good job for the poor was put to good
dismantling OEO, part so unceremoni- use, and then that scores of prominent
ously with the Legal Services chief liberals could genuinely praise his
who accomplished precisely what efforts at OEO. (Among them, his
Rumsfeld and President Nixon called wrestling friend Allard Lowenstein
upon him to do? Why did he, after said in May, 1969, “1 know he is interbuilding the Legal Services budget and ested, deeply interested, in doing
repeatedly overriding gubernatorial something about poverty in this counvetoes of the program, move to gut try. . . . He is intelligent, he has integthe program so deviously?
rity, he is committed. . . .”) But then
Part of Rumsfeld’s problem in there came a time when OEO was no
dealing with the OLS staff flowed longer a real image problem and could
from the imperial flavor of his internal be run as a holding operation, freeing
management. He seldom cultivated Rumsfeld for more important affairs.
the feeling that we’ve got to sell our
He has been on the move this year,
program to those people out there, securing a position in the 8:OO a.m.
and thus violated one of the first rules breakfast group with five of the Presiof bureaucracy. “What really made us dent’s closest White House advisers
angry was that he almost never -Hal d e m an, Shultz, Ehrlichman,
acknowledged political pressures but Finch, and Kissinger. For about two
tried to sell his plan on some twisted weeks this fall, Rumsfeld was desigversion of its merits,” said Jones. nated Republican political coordina“Rather than saying, ‘Look, there is a tor for the 1970 elections. (He was,
political problem here and how can perhaps fortunately for him, replaced
we solve it,’ he would try to rational- by Finch when objections were raised
ize things on substance. Things got so that it might be unseemly for the antibad that I would just sit in meetings poverty director to manage a political
and stare at Don when he started campaign, especially the one planned
orating about poverty and why it by the Administration in 1970.) He
urgently required that we re-fund even obtained one of the coveted
Charlotte or reprimand Dallas or White House videophones, which
decentralize. He never had anyone allowed him to gaze at the other lucky
20
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owners while consulting.
Things looked good for Donald
Rumsfeld-young, bright, loyal, successful at OEO, and a Nixon supporter
long before the nomination in 1968.
It was highly unlikely that he would
sacrifice his prospects at the White
House for a measly Legal Services
program. It was perhaps painful to
make the opposite choice, but there
were compensations.
This decision does not make Rumsfeld unusual in the slightest, for most
people spend their whole life working
for smiles, grades, offices, certificates,
awards, cheers, gifts, words, and votes
of approval. And the fact is that all
Rumsfeld’s power and status and success depended on his receiving the
approval of the President. Everything
hangs on the chief‘s nod and his
favor. As if driven by some neurotic
cocklebur, most of official Washington locks its internal organs in place
and positively drives for that high
ground of the blessed, where the compliments are dispensed and people
have so much attention paid to them.
In the political battles over the
Legal Services program, Rumsfeld was
obviously not going to adopt Lenzner’s position and battle it out with
the White House on behalf of his OEO
subordinates. Nor could he even
explain painfully that the nasty old
White House politics must prevail over
the clear justice of the OEO-Legal Services team. Rumsfeld became incapable of making these distinctions, for
he had absorbed the Administration’s
politics to be more like them. In a
sense, he had become Nixon to make
sure he retained the chief‘s approval,
and this made it much easier to fire
Lenzner and Jones. It was required to
retain voter approval. And it made
sense for a Rumsfeld aide to say, “I
don’t know what Don will do now.
He’ll do what the President wants him
to do.”
On December 11, Nixon wanted
Rumsfeld to move closer to him as a
full-time Counsellor to the President.
And Frank Carlucci-Princeton, Harvard Business School, career Foreign

Service Officer on leave from the
State Department, arch-foe of Legal
Services, and architect of re-regionalization-would also be rewarded. The
President wanted him to be the new
director of OEO. As the President
said, he “has done an outstanding job
in that particular position and I believe in promoting a man who has
done such a job to the top spot.”
Of course, there is no such thing as
the top spot. Even the President is still
pushing upward, seeking broader and
more lasting approval.
Rumsfeld, for his part, made a
prophet of Senator George McGovern,
who had spoken on November 23 of
the Lenzner-Jones firing:
I would imagine that now that he has performed the Nixon Administration’s dirty
work, Mr. Rumsfeld will be rewarded with a
chair closer to the President, as was Robert
Finch after he performed the coup de grace
on James E. Allen, the then-Commissioner
of the Office of Education. . . ,

The timing of Rumsfeld’s move
was handy, as it removed him from
OEO and out of congressional range
for probings of his coup de grace and
regionalization. These current politics
require delicate footwork and eager
soul-selling, but you may get a videophone when you really arrive..
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by Adam Hochschild
you to Vietnam; second, you’re on
full-time active duty for only four and
one half months, which disrupts your
marriage, career, and friendships far
less than being drafted for two whole
years. For these reasons, when I was
21, I enlisted in the Army Reserve
rather than wait to be drafted.
An enlisted man must join the
Reserve or the Guard for a six-year
hitch. After those initial few months
of active duty training, you go to a
two-week camp each summer, and to
weekly drills during the year. Theoretically, the weekly drills in your hometown Reserve or Guard unit keep up
your
training. In practice, they are
Adam Hochschild is a former reporter for
The San Francisco Chronicle and Ramparts, more like a mechanical toy which I

In the Civil War days, if you didn’t
want to bc drafted, you could “buy a
man” for $300 to take your place in
the Army. You can also avoid the
draft today, though things are more
indirect-instead of paying $300, you
can join the Reserves or the National
Guard. As long as this escape valve
exists for a million privileged men,
most of President Nixon’s reforms to
democratize the draft are meaningless.
The Reserve and the Guard are
much easier to be in than thc regular
Army. First, they usually don’t send
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